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FIRST EXTRACTION OF THE 3.42A GeV 12C BEAM
FOR STUDIES OF BARYONIC MATTER

AT THE NUCLOTRON
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The results of the ˇrst extraction of the 3.42A GeV 12C beam at the Nuclotron and its transportation
to the experimental area are presented. It is demonstrated that the beam parameters are sufˇcient for
the ˇrst phase of the experiments on the studies of the dense baryonic matter at the Nuclotron.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of the dense baryonic matter at the Nuclotron (BM@N project) is one of the
main scientiˇc directions at the JINR LHEP. The research program of BM@N project will
be focused on the production of strange matter in heavy-ion collisions at beam energies
between 2 and 6A GeV. For these purposes it is proposed to install an experimental setup
at the 6V beamline in the ˇxed-target hall of the Nuclotron. The basic setup will comprise a
large-acceptance dipole magnet with inner tracking detector modules. The outer tracking will
be based on the drift chambers and straw tube detector. Particle identiˇcation will be based
on the time-of-�ight measurements. This setup will be sufˇcient to perform a comprehensive
study of strangeness production in heavy-ion collisions, including multistrange hyperons,
multistrange hypernuclei and exotic multistrange heavy objects. The observation of those
objects would represent a breakthrough in our understanding of strange matter, and would
pave the road for the experimental exploration of the 3rd dimension of the nuclear chart.
These studies are complementary to the CBM experimental program at SIS100 [1]. The other
topics of the experimental program can be related with the study of in-medium effects for
vector mesons decaying in hadronic modes, hard probes, soft photons, polarization effects, etc.

In this paper the results of the ˇrst extraction of the 3.42A GeV 12C beam and its
transportation to the 6V beamline are presented.

1. EXPERIMENT

The BM@N setup will be placed in building 205 at a distance of about 110 m from the
slow-extraction line of the Nuclotron. The magnetic scheme of the 6V line is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The 6V beamline with GIBS magnet in building 205, consisting of the doublet of quadrupole

magnets, two small dipole magnets and large-aperture magnet SP41

The doublet of quadrupole magnets allows one to focus the beam in the target point, while
two small dipole magnets can de�ect the beam in the horizontal and vertical directions. The
large-aperture magnet SP41 (GIBS magnet) can be used as an analyzing magnet at the ˇrst
stage of the experiment. The ˇeld integral of this magnet is approximately 2 T ·m at the
maximal current in the coils.

The transportation line consists of 7 lenses doublets (including the lenses doublet of the 6V
beamline) of K200 type and 3 bending magnets. The standard optical scheme between the
last point of the slow-extraction line (focus F3) and the entrance of the SP41 magnet with
3 intermediate focuses at F4, F5 and F6 points was applied. The detection apparatus of the
experiment consisted of multiwire ionization chambers placed at the focus points F4 and F5
of the VP1 beam transportation line for the estimation of the beam intensity and the beam
size parameters.

The additional multiwire ionization chamber and two scintillation hodoscopes consisting
of 8 scintillators with the size of 400× 40× 4 mm viewed by PMTs FEU85 from both sides

Fig. 2. The layout of the experiment. BL is the optical axis of the 6V beamline, QL and M are the

quadrupole and dipole magnets, respectively. IC is the coordinate ionization chamber, ST is the start

scintillation counter, H are the two planes of the scintillation counters hodoscopes
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each [2, 3] were mounted at ∼ 2 m and at ∼ 1.5 m upstream the SP41 pole, respectively.
The ˇrst and second hodoscopes provided the coordinate measurements in the horizontal and
vertical planes, respectively. The start scintillation counter based on the use of XP2020Q
PMT was placed in front of the ˇrst quadrupole magnet. The size of the scintillator was
100 × 40 × 4 mm. The scheme of the experiment is presented in Fig. 2.

The beam was accelerated up to 3.42A GeV, extracted and transported using VP1 and 6V
beamlines to the point where the scintillation counters hodoscopes and ionization chamber
were installed. During the experiment the lenses doublet of the 6V beamline was switched
off; therefore, the beam was focused on the scintillation hodoscopes using last lenses doublet
of the VP1 beamline.

2. RESULTS

The typical beam size distributions at the focuses F4 and F5 obtained with the multiwire
ionization chambers are demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The beam size (1σ) in
the horizontal direction is ∼ 2 and ∼ 3 mm at the F4 and F5 focus points, respectively. The

Fig. 3. The X- (a) and Y - (b) coordinate beam proˇle at the focus F4. The lines are the results of the

Gaussian ˇt

Fig. 4. The X- (a) and Y - (b) coordinate beam proˇle at the focus F5. The lines are the same as

in Fig. 3
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beam size in the vertical direction is a bit larger, namely, it is ∼ 5 and ∼ 6.7 mm at the F4
and F5 focus points, respectively.

The VME-based data acquisition system was used for the data taking from scintillation
detectors. TQDC16 [4] module allows one to measure the amplitude and appearance time of

Fig. 5. The signal amplitudes correlation

for one of the scintillation detectors of the
hodoscope

the signal. The correlation of the signal amplitudes
taken from the both sides of one of the scintillation
detectors of the hodoscope is presented in Fig. 5.

One can see the clean separation of the primary
carbon nuclei and background single charged par-
ticles.

The beam proˇles in the horizontal (X) and ver-
tical (Y ) planes are presented in Figs. 6 and 7, re-
spectively. The open and dashed histograms are the
distributions for carbon and single charged parti-
cles, respectively. The particles were selected using
the signal amplitudes correlation as shown in Fig. 5.

The X−Y coordinates correlation for carbon
nuclei is shown in Fig. 8. The carbon beam size
in the X plane is ∼ 4 cm (1σ). One can see
that the size of the carbon beam in Y direction
is wider. Further transportation beamline magnetic
optics optimization is required.

Figure 9 demonstrates the time dependence of the nonblocked counting rate from the
hodoscopes. One can observe the uniform distribution of the events versus the appearance
time of the signal with respect to the beginning of the acceleration cycle.

The dependence of the X-position of the beam versus the current in the last bending
magnet of VP1 beamline is shown in Fig. 6. The line is the result of the ˇtting by the

Fig. 6. The X-coordinate beam proˇle measured
by scintillation hodoscope. The open and dashed

histograms are the carbon and single charged par-
ticles, respectively

Fig. 7. The Y -coordinate beam proˇle measured
by scintillation hodoscope. The histograms are

the same as in Fig. 6
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Fig. 8. The X−Y coordinates correlation
for carbon nuclei

Fig. 9. The time distribution of the trigger signal appear-
ance with respect to the beginning of the acceleration

cycle

Fig. 10. The dependence of the X-position on the current in the last bending magnet of VP1 beamline.

The line is the result of the ˇtting by the linear function

linear function. One can see that the X-position of the carbon beam strongly varied with
the current in the bending magnet coil, but the dependence is linear with the accuracy of the
measurements.

CONCLUSION

The ˇrst extraction of the 3.42A GeV 12C beam from the Nuclotron and its transportation
to the 6V beamline has been performed.

The results demonstrate that the beam size at the F4 and F5 points of the VP1 transportation
line satisˇes the BM@N experiment requirement. On the other hand, further magnetic optics
optimization is necessary to obtain the required beam size at the entrance of the SP41 magnet
at the 6V beamline.

The results of this work is the ˇrst step in realization of the BM@N experiment.
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